
Kevin Buckley is an interim executive and independent 
consultant, with a background in international general 
management, product development and innovation.

Kevin has worked in a wide variety of industries from 
Telecom’s to Healthcare, Corporates to Startups, and has 
had P&L responsibility for businesses in excess of $1b.

As well as being a good communicator and team player, 
Kevin leads from the front and has a track record of 
continuous success: whether he’s fundraising for a 
startup, delivering a product to market against a 
deadline or deploying a new national mobile phone 
network in record time.

Kevin is a professional member of both The Institute of 
Electrical Engineers (MIEE MIET) and The British 
Computer Society (MBCS). He is a Chartered Engineer.  

Kevin has received many professional awards and his 
projects have attracted signi�cant media coverage.

Recent Projects
Following a long and successful career in technology and product 
development, Kevin spent ten years working at the highest levels in 
international corporate management; culminating in his role as Vice 
President of NEC’s UK Network Infrastructure Division.  Since leaving 
NEC to become an independent consultant and interim CxO, Kevin 
continues to work with a wide range of clients in a diverse range of 
industries:

pureLiFi - Kevin was the interim CEO at pureLiFi and steered the 
company to a successful £1.5m Series-A

Brunel University - Kevin led a strategic review of the use of serious 
gaming and virtual world technologies to deliver rich learning 
experiences to distance learning students

Cambridge Design Partnership - At CDP, Kevin was responsible for 
new business development, major client management and CxO level 
innovation and change management programmes 

WheelRight - WheelRight is a Carbon Trust funded startup, 
specialising in the passive measurement of commercial vehicle tyre 
parameters.  Kevin provided management and technical leadership 
and successfully delivered their prototype and trials development 
programme

Oregan Capital Partners - OCP is a private equity investment 
company, specialising in the acquisition and turnaround of 
underperforming or non-core businesses.  Kevin was an advisory 
partner at OCP and contributed to a number of due-diligence and 
acquisition programmes

Immersv Ltd. - Kevin is the founder and MD of an immersive virtual 
worlds consultancy (www.immersv.co.uk) and has worked closely 
with Brunel University and others on a number of developments
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Global Group Director, Nortel Networks
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